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ARBITRAL AWARDS’ EXECUTION THROUGH BLOCKCHAIN: 
AN AVAILABLE AND DESIRABLE SOLUTION? 

 
The development of distributed ledger technologies, among which blockchain 

is the most known, is affecting also the way through which individuals perceive 
justice and the way through which justice is delivered. Namely, there have been 
some projects implementing arbitral proceedings on the blockchain (b.-
proceeding). At present, it seems that most solutions cannot be qualified as arbitral 
legal proceedings have given that they are based on game-theory and their rules of 
procedure do not abide by the international principle of procedural law 
(UNCITRAL/New York Convention). Consequently, their outcomes do not 
produce an award having legal effects among parties. However, parties’ right to get 
the award/decision executed, even through enforcement, must be guaranteed. In 
principle, it seems that the technology it-self allows the automatic-execution 
concurrent with the awards issuing (i.e., the escrow account frees the sum or return 
the tokenized-good to the creditor’wallet). However, legal issues might arise.  

Accordingly, this paper questions whether, or not, the award/decision 
enforcement through blockchain is available and desirable.Two scenarios might be 
of help. 

Firstly, if the sum frozen in an escrow account is minor then the amount 
awarded, then either the debtor increments it or the exchange-platform, storing 
debtor’s wallet, does it. However, if the debtor refuses to pay, or to authorize the 
exchange-platform to proceed then, debtor’ wallet private key disclosure should be 
enforced. The technology might help in reaching this result (availability check) 
however, disclosing private keys means either the party self-incrimination; or, the 
exchange-platform’ breach of the contract pending with the debtor (personal key 
corresponds to personal data). Consequently, enforcement through blockchain 
might be available, but non-legally desirable 

Secondly, non-automatic execution through blockchain might also occur when 
the return of the tokenized good is awarded. This arbitrator’s order does not imply 
the physical good’ return. The creditor might then have the digital property of the 
tokenized good without possession, thus enjoyment, of the corresponding physical. 
Consequently, either b.-proceeding will be somehow linkable to the State where the 
good is located, or arbitrators shall rule a monetary compensation substituting the 
non-monetary ones already issued. 

On last consideration seems worthwhile; award’ execution through blockchain 
is immutable thus it prevents any second scrutiny on the merit or any “going back”. 
Then, if a party deems that the b.-proceeding infringed his/her right of defense, the 
second scrutiny, even if required, is not available. Consequently, at least when 
automatic execution is technologically not pursuable, instead of looking for 
enforcement through blockchain the return to traditional remedy, might be 
preferable. 

From the above, it derives that decision/awards’ execution through b.- 
proceeding is technological available but enforcement through blockchain is neither 
always available nor desirable. As shown, if enforcement is needed, either party 
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returns to traditional state-court remedy, or he/she accepts the available in-chain 
solution. These latter raise concerns on fundamental rights protection. Therefore, a 
new technological solution abiding with the existing legislative framework is 
required. As happened before, close dialogue between legislators and IT-operator 
is of utmost importance. 

 


